Forest Hills High School
Site Based Meeting Minutes
October 05, 2009
Members in Attendance:
· Jeff Sholar
· Glen Shelton
· Jonathan Tyson
· Michelle Black
· Dawn Moretz
· Bryan Rudolph

●
●
●
●
●

Wanda Little
Brenda Williams
Diane Capps
Susan Griffin
Crystal Bunn

The meeting was called to order at 6:00pm by Jeff Sholar Site Based Committee
copresident

Review of Old Business
· Hispanic Night October 20th
· Sending out formal invitations to the parents
· Hispanic of North Carolina has given us a lot of information about the type
of opportunities for Hispanics
· The students who performed in the Hispanic program will perform.
· Attendance, School programs such as Middle High School College
information will be discussed.
New Business
A. Tardy policy – lockout & sweep; improvement starting to take place due to
Administrator’s making parent phone calls right then. Mr. Harris stated lets lock
them down first period and it seems to have gotten the attention of the students. 3
lockouts per week are recommended.
B. Difference of Lockdown and Lockout—Lockdown is a code 500 for intruder
Lockout is for tardies How many tardies there is no real numbers the lockout is
dealt with before the period is over and it seems to be working If it is your 1st
lockout there will be a call home. Any other lockouts will result in ISS or OSS
C. Ms. Little is Principal of the Year.
D. Lunch room procedures The jumping Thing jumping in line during lunch time.
It is hurry to get your food, hurry to get seating, and get back to class. Mr. Rivers
stated that it was his mission to make sure that during his lunch this will not
happen. Ms. Moretz wants to know if others cannot do the same thing as Mr.
Rivers. Ms. Gaddy states that this has been a big difference in the classroom. We
have about 1000 students that we have 4 lunches. Mr. Rudolph Are we hiring
another Security Associate to use during those lunches Mrs. Little states that it is
in motion. Ms. Moretz sometimes having flexibility swapping out afterschool
duty for lunch duties Would or could this be an option. We need someone at the
door to state, you back into lineAsked the student her idea about what is going

on. They usually work in groups when breaking in line. Black parent with
glasses. What are the consequences of breaking in line numerous times and not
getting the point that it is wrong? Now we are pulling them out of line and then
putting them at the end, there is not consequence.
Ms. Moretz asked about the time the students left and when the teachers leave
Giving them incentives such as leaving early for lunch time monitoring.  comp
time.
E. School Improvement Plan A tweaked version That law has changed and now
it will be for two years We will work on it during the Sit meeting
Page 3 took out any data for 20032004 and put in data for 0809
Next page the same
Next page took out 0304 and put in data for 0809
English EOC
We did not change the goal just changed the wording from implement to continue.
There is not a page for math scores they had only 50% but the new goal is 65%
for the next year.
Algebra – how do we factor into this
E. Star program was not this year but we did do it last year. We are being assured
that we will have a star program next summer. At high school level there will be
a downtown version of EOC version and there will be a nonEOC version If I
failed English I can take it here and not down town.
F. Mr. Harris is continuing with the PBIS in Middle School
G. An interview is being set up for either Thursday or Friday for the new security
associates
H. World View Only addition would be through development of World View
Every high school was to send a team on TuesdayChapel Hill World View
Training
I. Increase number of approved businesses Team 21 with Nicey Grove Baptist
Church. Cathy Deese wrote a grant for Century 21 development Nicey Grove
will partner and they are managing and doing everything that is required. They
Went to Atlanta and Charleston Afterschool tutorial will start Oct 19th.
Stakeholders Hispanic night will help with this
J. SAT Ms Drye will be having a prep course during 3rd block.
K. Mr. Sholar mentioned the SAT prep on line is also a good way to get students on
line with what is needed for passing the SAT.

Ms Moretz asked how she is to report back to the band since she is the
representative of the band.
Workshop for special education, parents that have ADHD students
Ms. Little wants to fix it so that the students know at least two years in advance
where they need to be in order to get to the goals that they are setting for
themselves.
Did the students participate in the north Carolina glitz for scholarships?
One of the things we voted on was to state what child could go on.
Confusing when it comes to enrolling in classes and sometimes they end up when
it comes to classes are being taken that are not needed and those that are needed
they are not taken
Parent would like to know more about what my child needs to get into other
schools or other career choices.
Mr. Tyson Parents need to focus on the 4yr college and whether your child is
going that direction or another.
Ms. Little brought up whether a night or afternoon would work as a registration
involving parents.
Ms. Griffin Stated, “It is confusing when counselors are not on the same tract
with one another and teachers have no input. She wants consistency
The meeting was adjourned at 7:05.

